1.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

The success of sequencing the human genome in the early 2000s marked a historical transition of genomic research from the pre- to post-genomic era \[[@r1]\]. Perhaps also due to a common misconception that finishing the genome sequencing phase means the mission for genome-level research has been accomplished, the term post-genome era has been used, as if decoding DNA by sequencing is equal to decoding the genome itself \[[@r2]-[@r4]\]. Furthermore, some have even suggested that the goal of this post-genome era is to search for molecular mechanisms beyond the genome. In fact, "beyond the genome" has become a buzzword, even though it is clear that the genome is not just a bag of all genes and DNA sequences, and the functional organization of the genome is virtually unknown. Nevertheless, based on the rationale of searching for the answer beyond the genome, many -omics studies, featured by large-scale and high-throughput technological platforms, have been introduced, armed with both cutting edge computational tools and advanced bioinformatics. Together, these efforts have pushed systems biology into an exciting new period \[[@r5]-[@r12]\].

It is understandable why so many researchers eagerly move to the next type of -omics beyond the genome. Besides passion for scientific novelty and the influence of the biotechnology industry resulting in a push to acquire and apply the newest technological platform, the increased disappointment in genomics plays an important role \[[@r13]-[@r19]\]. Obviously, the major promises of sequencing the human genome did not pay off in terms of solving the mystery of life or providing an understanding of the genetic basis for most common human diseases. Such a disappointment has quickly led to the common viewpoint that: "If the answer cannot be obtained from genome sequencing, why not move beyond the genome?" On the surface, this seems logical. However, this view is based on a deep misunderstanding of genetic organization, because the genome system is defined by genomic context rather than gene content \[[@r2]\]. Therefore, one cannot decode the genome system by just sequencing its parts (DNA), or illustrating the pattern of protein interaction, or understanding the potential of epigenetic dynamics. The molecular profiles of DNA, proteins and RNA represent some important features of the emergent system where the genome is the structural and functional platform \[[@r3], [@r4]\]. In other words, many features of bio-systems, such as protein interaction pattern and network dynamics (including systems-specific boundaries), are defined by the genome context. Characterization of the genome's features or behavior is not beyond genomic research; it is the very core of it.

Over ten years have passed since various -omics have been introduced. Following initial expectations and many promising publications, the excitement seems to have reached its plateau for some, and yet, additional new -omics continue to emerge. It is true that much more data has been collected, from transcriptomics, to proteomics, and to metabolomics, but so far, there has been no fundamental change at the conceptual level, as the relationship among genomics and other -omics simply reflects the relationship of information layers between genotype and phenotype. Furthermore, many fundamental explanations of various -omics data are still based on traditional genetics/genomics principles, which are within the framework of pre-genomics. Even more puzzling, a large amount of data has further challenged (rather than supported) much of our basic thinking in genetics and protein biology. For example, most of the large-scale whole genome scanning effort has failed to deliver, despite publicized success \[[@r20]-[@r24]\]; the highly anticipated personal genome project has generated more genetic variations than we can explain; most transcripts do not contribute to protein synthesis; a large portion of newly synthesized proteins immediately go through the protein degradation process; the once very exciting protein microarray has revealed more non-specific "noise" than the patterns we believed to exist, especially in clinical samples; many key proteins have thousands of potential interaction partners, and the significance of molecular specificity (*e.g.* the degree of affinity) is drastically reducing; key metabolic pathways can be quickly altered under stress, and types of metabolic signatures are often the results of evolutionary selection rather than simply molecular availability; drug discovery based on large-scale genetic screening plus computational design has negatively impacted the drug pipeline for pharmaceutical companies \[[@r4]\]. Even the general attitude toward systems biology has changed. Just a decade ago, systems biology offered so much hope. Now, having the capability to display different proteins in different colorful hairballs, and with the knowledge that almost every protein is linked and can be classified into hub, link and functional modules, it is still very challenging to apply systems biology to predicting a system's response and/or evolutionary direction under stress. Due to its dynamic nature, it is often difficult even to repeat the same pattern of protein networks by repeating experiments. Moreover, the current network is constructed using average profiles, and it is known that average cells are not the key players for macro-cellular evolution, while outliers are highly relevant for disease conditions \[[@r4], [@r25]\]. No wonder the clinical implications are extremely limited. Even some leading cancer biologists are now questioning the promise of relying on large amounts of data plus powerful bioinformatics analysis \[[@r26]\].

Clearly, the various -omics communities in the post-genomic era need to face this reality check and ask critical questions, rather than just collecting more data based on good wishes. In particular, why have most of the promises of -omics not yet been realized? Why is it that while many impressive individual research papers have come out, and more data have been accumulated, the clinical implications of the field have so far disappointed? What have we missed in our efforts to continually push data generation and analyses?

To address these questions, we have compared some important surprises and confusions following various -omics studies, especially large-scale genomic studies, in the context of disease research. These syntheses have led to three realizations: First, the century-long believed power of the gene is significantly reducing, and the importance of the genome is regaining deserved attention \[[@r4], [@r13], [@r14], [@r27], [@r28]\]. As the correlation between individual gene and disease phenotype has reduced (not just many gene mutations have been linked to each common and complex disease type, but a high number of mutations are also detected from normal tissues) \[[@r29], [@r30]\], identifying the correct target has become a priority. While most researchers are now looking for epigenetic mechanisms and non-coding regions, we proposed to re-focus on karyotype dynamics. Second, overwhelming multiple levels of genetic and non-genetic heterogeneity-mediated complexity exist, and the higher genome level can often overpower the lower gene level when there is a conflict \[[@r31]-[@r37]\], which explains why the gene-centric-defined genetic determinists' approach is not going to work. However, despite the fact that the importance of heterogeneity in cancer has been known for decades, most molecular researchers have been more or less ignoring this issue, due to the belief that gene mutation specificity will be dominant in cancer. Now, the cancer genome sequencing project has proven otherwise, and interest in studying heterogeneity is strongly coming back. Interestingly, molecular cytogenetics approaches can play an important role in studying the mechanism of heterogeneity \[[@r37]-[@r40]\]. Third, there is an urgent need to rethink the genetic/genomic theories, as well as evolutionary theory, in the light of cellular evolution and disease initiation and progression. In particular, we must consider how genetic information is passed, why the separation of germline and somatic cells is essential for balancing micro- and macro-evolution, and what determines the dynamic relationship between short-term adaptation and long-term survival. As we will discuss in a later section, the knowledge of heterogeneity and how the outlier's behavior drives evolution will significantly change the traditional clonal expansion concept \[[@r4], [@r25], [@r37], [@r41]-[@r43]\]. Together, these three realizations call for a new conceptual framework, as we have the data, and will have much more every day, but we do not have the correct framework to interpret them.

In the past two decades, we and other researchers have worked hard to search for a new framework to depart from the gene-centric view of current genomics \[[@r2]\]. In fact, the three realizations discussed above are direct results of pushing karyotype evolutionary research within the context of somatic cell evolution. Even though it is timely to introduce the viewpoints of systems biology, bioinformatics, and computational tools into molecular cytogenetics \[[@r12], [@r44]\], on this occasion, we would like discuss more about how to use new cytogenetics concepts and strategies to establish the correct genetic and evolutionary foundation of many --omics research topics. To achieve this goal, we refer to familiar and convenient data sets to prove a point (rather than mention a diverse and comprehensive array of literature sources; we thus owe an apology for not citing other similar data sets). A brief review will discuss how karyotype evolutionary studies have pinpointed the limitation of gene mutations in understanding cancer, identified new types of inheritance, and even discovered the new pattern of cellular evolution. These discussions will clearly point out the importance of integrating molecular cytogenetics with current functional genomics and human disease studies, and how cytogenetics can provide the genomic basis or platform for various -omics studies where genetics and evolution are intimately involved.

2.. Contributions of Molecular Cytogenetics/cytogenomics in Pre- and Post-genomic Eras: {#sec2}
=======================================================================================

Cytogenetics represents a major subfield of genetics/genomics. Since the chromosome has long been considered as a vehicle of genes, it has been closely associated with gene research. In fact, the initial gene theory is mainly based on chromosomal research. Prior to the completion of the sequencing of the human genome, molecular cytogenetics played an important role for helping determine the position of candidate genes for certain diseases. Clonal, chromosomal abnormalities (such as translocations, large-size deletions and duplications detected by cytogenetic methods) have helped narrow down the genomic regions that could host the potential gene, which is crucial to isolating the candidate gene. Examples include the cloning of Bcr-Abl gene from chromosomal translocation t(9;22)(q34;q11) for Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia (CML) \[[@r45]\], the cloning of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy gene from the X chromosome \[[@r46], [@r47]\], and the identification of the gene for polycystic kidney disease (*PKD1*) from translocation t(16;22) (p13.3;q11.21) \[[@r48]\]. A large number of cancer genes have been cloned with the help of cytogenetic characterization of chromosomal abnormalities in interesting patient cases. From the 1980s to the 1990s, cancer cytogenetics has played a crucial role for gene identification \[[@r49]\]. Interestingly, however, using information from chromosomal abnormalities in order to clone cancer genes has been most successful in blood cancer types, due to the special features of recurrent clonal expansion and different patterns of evolution \[[@r50]\]. For more detailed information regarding a large number of fusion genes and their corresponding translocations, please visit The Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and Haematology (a peer-reviewed Internet journal/encyclopaedia/database) (<http://AtlasGeneticsOncology.org>), and the Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations and Gene Fusions in Cancer (<http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/Chromosomes/Mitelman>). Interestingly, as soon as the gene is cloned, the chromosomal abnormality itself becomes less attractive to some molecular researchers who favor the value of specific gene over genome. Unfortunately, for most sporadic cancer cases with high levels of genome alterations, individual genes have limited prediction power compared with chromosomal abnormalities. This observation suggests that a chromosomal abnormality not only has an impact on the directly interrupted genes (such as the fusion gene itself), but also changes the genomic context for many genes across the entire genome \[[@r2]-[@r4]\].

Another major contribution of molecular cytogenetics was to use effective tools such as Fluorescent *in situ* hybridization, or FISH, to fill in the gaps between genes and chromosomes \[[@r51]\]. Examples include gene mapping along chromosomes \[[@r52], [@r53]\], validating the location of YACs (Yeast Artificial Chromosomes) or BACs (Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes) and their chimeric status \[[@r54]\], and helping the construction of a physical map for a specific region of the genome or entire chromosome \[[@r55]\]. In particular, high-resolution fiber FISH was used to estimate the gaps of the physical map \[[@r56], [@r57]\] and to confirm the correct order for assembled DNA sequencing. Furthermore, FISH was frequently used to study chromosomal structure (of both mitotic and meiotic chromosomes) \[[@r58]\], identify the insert sites for transgenic animals and their chromatin organization \[[@r59], [@r60]\], illustrate the specific binding of protein and DNA elements \[[@r61], [@r62]\], analyze meiotic chromosome segregation \[[@r63]\], and help determine the clinical characteristics and diagnoses for human diseases \[[@r64]\].

In the post-genomic era, molecular cytogenetics has pushed higher resolution and large-scale platforms. Compared with molecular biology, cytogenetics has a lower resolution. It is also time-consuming, and karyotype information often lacks specific molecular mechanisms. There was a push to use more molecular platforms to reduce classical cytogenetic analyses; however, as we will discuss later, the karyotype level of analysis is actually essential, and we must not replace it with more gene-centric technologies, as the karyotype represents a new layer of genetic information. In fact, it is now known that for many cancer types, high-resolution sequencing data have limited correlation with clinical outcomes. In contrast, the cytogenetic profile offers the best prediction value. This observation fully supports the importance of using genome-level alterations in cancer prediction, as genetic importance is often disassociated with molecular resolution, and the key is to find the right level of genetic organization \[[@r65]\].

One of the best achievements of molecular cytogenomics in the post-genomic era was the discovery of copy number variations through the use of array CGH \[[@r66]\]. This discovery has generated the excitement of monitoring this level of genetic variations and its biological meaning in understanding human diseases \[[@r67]\]. Various arrays, such as single nucleotide polymorphism genomic microarray, have also been applied to cloned genes involved in chromosome translocations \[[@r68], [@r69]\], and many fusion genes have been effectively identified. Studying copy number variations also offers hope for identifying the missing heritability \[[@r70], [@r71]\]. With their high-throughput capability, various array technologies have drastically changed clinical diagnosis. As genomic arrays have been routinely used in many cytogenetic diagnostic laboratories, it has become clear that there is an overwhelming amount of heterogeneity in copy number variations among patients and normal controls, which also challenges the interpretation of these sub-chromosomal variations. Recently, next generation sequencing has promised even higher resolutions and efficiencies for genetic detection. Paradoxically, pushing for this highest resolution might just miss the point if the ignored overall genome landscape is actually more important than individual gene defined genetic components \[[@r4]\]. Furthermore, cytogenetic methods offer comparative information concerning both the individual cell and the cell population, which can effectively monitor the adaptive potential. In contrast, current sequencing efforts are mainly based on average molecular profiling \[[@r25]\].

At the forefront of studying chromatin/chromosome function, research on interphase chromatin domains and their interaction is very active \[[@r29], [@r72], [@r73]\], especially when combined with technologies to monitor DNA-protein and protein-protein interactions in living cells. For example, GFP fusion proteins, FLIP (fluorescence loss in photobleaching) or FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photobleaching), FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer), and FCS (fluorescence correlation spectroscopy) were used for this purpose \[[@r74], [@r75]\]. Further visualization methods, such as halo FISH, have been used to study chromatin loop size and its relationship with gene expression \[[@r76]-[@r78]\]. It was discovered that anchor sites are very important for the formation of functional unity of the chromatin, and these anchor sites are highly dynamic, which provides the basis for gene regulation. The imaging of various levels of genetic organization represents a major implication for various molecular cytogenetic technologies. We have previously summarized the research activities into four types of studies, comprised of visualization: 1) at the macro-molecular complex level; 2) at the chromatin loop domain level; 3) at the chromosome level to monitor structure and behavior, and 4) at the level of the entire genome (including direct visualization of karyotype changes as the chromatin/chromosome behavior, the chromosomal territories, and the karyotypic changes caused by physiological, pathological and environmental challenges) \[[@r38], [@r79]\].

A number of unique developments are worthy of being mentioned. First is the usage of cross-species reciprocal painting to study the phylogenetic relationship among different species and to compare the established evolutionary tree based on sequencing data \[[@r12], [@r80]-[@r83]\]. Interestingly, this approach is most informative for species within but not between placental mammals, monotremes, marsupials and birds \[[@r84]\]. Such comparison underscores the importance of focusing on the karyotype level to study the evolution among species and the important mechanism of reorganizing the genome in evolution \[[@r2]-[@r4], [@r85]\].

Second are mechanistic studies of aneuploidy (both the genes/pathways and general stresses that lead to aneuploidy, and the consequences of the aneuploidy being studied) \[[@r86]\]. Interestingly, some of these investigators are yeast biologists, whose research has bought aneuploidy research into the spotlight. For example, aneuploidy can effectively rescue key gene mutations \[[@r27]\], and it is directly linked to transcription and adaptive potential \[[@r87]\]. A similar conclusion has also been illustrated in human cancer cells \[[@r88], [@r89]\]. In addition to studies that illustrate the relationship between polyploidy and aneuploidy, the common link between chromosomal instability or CIN and diverse molecular mechanisms has been addressed \[[@r35], [@r90]-[@r96]\]. Similarly, cancer drug resistance has been linked to genome-level alterations.

Third, with the increased understanding of the importance of genome-level heterogeneity in cancer evolution, it is necessary to monitor all types of chromosomal abnormalities. Surprisingly, despite that there are many types of chromosomal abnormalities, many of them are still unclassified and have not even been reported or generally accepted, due to the fact that these abnormalities are highly diverse and non-clonal. Since all types of chromosomal aberrations can be linked to CIN, their quantitative degree can be used to monitor overall genome instability. Recently, CIN has been linked to different types of human diseases, as elevated NCCAs have been detected from many common diseases \[[@r37]\]. Based on stress-elicited, genome alteration-mediated adaptation, and the trade-off of that gain *versus* the loss of genomic stability as pre-conditions for various diseases or illnesses, a general model was proposed of how genetic changes drive somatic cell evolution; this process can both improve cellular function but at the same time increase the risk of disease \[[@r97]-[@r99]\]. Under this realization, it is important to study all types of genomic variations and their impact on human variations and diseases. That is the reason why it is important to study the genome chimeric issue \[[@r100], [@r101]\] as well as a large number of cases with small supernumerary marker chromosomes (sSMC) \[[@r102]\]. It should be noted that, even though a few investigators are pushing the practice of using NCCAs to study genome instability, the majority of the cytogenetic researchers continue to ignore NCCAs with the mindset that if these aberrations are not recurrent, they must not be important. In fact, this alone is the policy of cytogenetic diagnosis. The same idea is very popular in current systems biology.

Fourth, although it has started a bit slower compared to other fields, there is an increased effort to apply bioinformatics into molecular cytogenetic analyses. Currently, examples include the use of various molecular cytogenetic and cytogenomic databases in the interpretation of data, and in comparing cytogenetic data and sequencing data, as well as copy number variation data, as a way to make sense of phenotypes. For example, *in silico* molecular cytogenetics was used to prioritize research among genes \[[@r12], [@r44]\]. However, it is challenging to understand how to use the genome alteration data. Currently, when there are many genome-level alterations (such as when the genome is chaotic), most researchers only cherry-pick one or a few mutations or pathways to explain the story; they do not realize that the individual gene story no longer makes sense when there are large numbers of drastic genome-level changes.

3.. New Challenges for Postgenomic Research {#sec3}
===========================================

3.1.. It has Become much Easier to Obtain Data but Incredibly Difficult to Interpret them {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Prior to the post-sequencing era, most researchers focused on a limited number of individual genes and associated potential biological and medical implications. A large number of investigators around the globe studied "famous" genes that were thought to have high clinical significance. Such genes were studied in the following manner: linkage and physical mapping prior to gene identification, molecular cloning and characterization, promoter region analysis, mutation spectrum study, identification of genetic modifiers, establishment of transgenic or knockout animal models, developmental and physiological features, up-stream and down-stream interaction partners, and theoretical developments including gene therapy and drug discovery. Due to the limited number of genes that were considered to be critical for the subject of research, competition was extremely high, and the gene cloning associated with major diseases was often an intense race among researchers \[[@r103], [@r104]\].

In the post-sequencing era, the landscape of research including popular methodologies has drastically changed. In the past, the hardest step was mapping and cloning the gene of interest, which represented a major achievement. The rest of characterization just followed the logical steps of analyses. Now, it is much easier and quicker to obtain deep sequencing data and expression information of known and unknown genes or genetic markers. This is because an individual's genome can be sequenced in days, and most gene information can be found in numerous databases, eliminating the intense work of screening libraries and validating cloned genes. Therefore, new challenges revolve around how to make sense of the high volume of data.

Paradoxically, the massive amount of data only made research more complicated. When a major disease gene was cloned 20-30 years ago, scientists confidently claimed that they would soon find a cure. For the past few decades, the dominating conceptual framework in cancer research has been the combination of gene mutation theory and clonal evolutionary viewpoints. In this theory, it is thought that normal cells become cancerous through a gradual accumulation of genetic changes \[[@r20], [@r37], [@r39], [@r41], [@r42], [@r91], [@r105]\]. These cancer cells are then able to expand and metastasize. The basis for this theory was further concreted with the discovery of the Philadelphia chromosome, the reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22 that is commonly associated with Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia (CML), which gives rise to the fusion gene BCR-ABL. This gene is used as a biomarker for detection and treatment for CML and in fact serves as an archetype for the entire field to follow \[[@r45], [@r50]\]. This discovery has led to an influx of research concentrating on identifying other fusion genes, and there are many success stories regarding leukemias and lymphomas but much less for most solid tumors. The list of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes continues to grow after decades of effort; however, their value as biomarkers and therapeutic targets in a clinical setting has not been as fruitful as expected due to the high sample heterogeneity observed compared to more homogenous experimental models. Now, scientists realize their prediction that finding biomarkers would essentially lead to the curing of all cancers was wishful thinking, as the genetic landscape of most cancers is highly dynamic, especially under therapeutic intervention. For example, there are many gene mutations, copy number variations and genome level alterations in addition to cancer-specific genes \[[@r106]\]. Not surprisingly, whole genome scanning has identified large numbers of involved loci, but most of them only contribute to the overall genetics in a very moderate fashion. This is consistent with the large number of gene mutations detected from the cancer sequencing project. Similarly, whole genome expression studies have suddenly complicated the understanding of specific pathways, as expression profiles showed that so many unexpected genes are clearly involved in specific pathways for unknown reasons. Even for some well-characterized genes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2, there are dozens of other genes that influence their contributions to disease conditions, making clinical prediction based only on BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene status less precise. Furthermore, the fact that many "normal" healthy individuals display a large number of gene mutations including some very serious ones (such as DNA repair gene mutations) paradoxically adds another layer of complexity.

This situation is far beyond cancer research. For example, comparative genome analysis also has complicated the field of phylogenetics. In the past, due to the lack of whole genome sequencing, phylogenies of species were based on single genes or an accumulation of as many sequenced genes as possible. What resulted was mass confusion and disputes within the scientific communities as to which phylogenies were considered to be correct. So when whole genome sequencing became a feasible tool, there was an expectation that the question of the real phylogeny of life would be answered. However, there are still disputes as to the relationship of Eukaryotes, Bacteria, and Archaea, as well as which domain includes the organism that is considered to be the Last Unknown Common Ancestor (LUCA). Obviously, the lack of appreciation towards the karyotype (or genome topology) defined genomic history of evolution contributes to such confusion, as speciation studies need to be more focused on macro-evolution \[[@r2], [@r4], [@r85], [@r107]\]. Simply put, new discoveries associated with the post-sequencing era challenge many basic predictions about the gene theory of human disease, which has forced the scientific community to challenge the very foundation of current genetics and genomics.

3.2.. Inconsistencies of Genetic Information at Multiple Levels {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The challenge of data interpretation extends beyond the large amount of data available, as the data obtained from different levels of genetic organization (*e.g.* gene, epigene, and chromosomal levels) often conflict with each other. First, there is no simple linear relationship between the knowledge gained at lower and higher levels. For example, it is not the case that the accumulation of gene-based knowledge can automatically lead to an understanding of the genome, as there is a knowledge gap between "parts inheritance" and "system inheritance" \[[@r65]\]. The pattern of global gene expression can be drastically altered by simply introducing an additional chromosome 21, meaning the pattern of gene expression for a large number of genes has changed, most of which are not located on chromosome 21!

Perhaps the most important example of how there is a conflict between genes and chromosomes comes from the re-interpretation of the main function of sexual reproduction \[[@r107], [@r108]\]. For over a century, the dominating theory of the function of sex has been to provide necessary diversity for evolution, as the process of meiosis and stochastic sperm and egg genetic mixing will generate different combinations of genes. By comparing the punctuated and stepwise evolution using cancer models, we have realized that the major function of sex is to maintain the purity of the genome rather than increase genetic diversity. Despite that the secondary function of sex is to increase gene level diversity, the primary function is to reduce the diversity at the genome level. As insightfully pointed out by Wilkins and Holliday, "The conclusion is surprising: the initial function of chromosome pairing was to *limit*, not enhance, recombination" \[[@r109]\]. Our further synthesis suggests that the function of sex is conflicted by stability at the genome level and diversity at the gene level. The meiotic process plays an important role in separating germline and somatic cells, which allows the increased constraint and dynamics for evolution \[[@r4]\].

A similar conflict also can be observed between individual cell and cellular population, another collaborative yet conflicting pair. The average rule is assumed to happen in the biological world, so current statistical analysis is thought to be an essential predictor as to how systems work. One of the main issues with cancer population studies is the statistical findings, which revolve mainly around the average. Extensively using mixed cells for DNA/RNA/protein profiles (such as Western blots) represents such an example. However, averages are unable to account for the heterogeneity of cancer cells. This is due to the fact that average-based studies do not incorporate outliers (exceptions to the rule), which is very important for cancer evolution, especially after drug treatment. Our recent study has illustrated that in unstable cancer cell populations, there is no \'average profile,\' and the outliers often determine the direction of cancer evolution. In this sense, the application of biostatistics could be misleading. This idea can be extended to other heterogeneous systems involving gene mutations, transcription regulation, pathway switching and cell death, especially under high levels of stress \[[@r90], [@r110], [@r111]\]. This is why single cell profiling has become increasingly important \[[@r112], [@r113]\]. Furthermore, as mentioned, there is decreased predictability between short-term profiling and longer term outcomes when somatic cellular evolution is involved, and especially when the macro-evolution is dominant \[[@r4], [@r110], [@r111]\].

In summary, we now have the capability to collect massive amounts of data using cutting edge -omics technologies, but the rationale behind obtaining data at different levels of genetic organization and time windows is less clear. It has become challenging to interpret and synthesize these data, let alone to apply this new information towards the development of useful clinical understandings. For all these diverse issues, the common feature is that these seemingly convincing, elegant and feel-good assumptions do not reflect the heterogeneous nature of biological systems, especially when dealing with disease conditions where the law differs from normal physiological conditions due to evolutionary selection under high levels of stress \[[@r2]-[@r4]\]. This leads to the paradoxical situation that many individual papers make sense of the observations and provide an explanation; however, when many are put together, the stories do not make sense due to obvious conflict. Pure basic research is good based on the selected model and data presentation, but this knowledge has major limitations when it comes to explaining the reality of diseases.

3.3.. Important Role of Systems Biology and its own Limitations {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

At first, the pairing of systems biology with bioinformatics seemed to be a logical solution. If finding dominant gene mutation patterns was not possible, what about finding dominant patterns of pathways or networks? It was hypothesized that this approach would reveal the convergence of a few important pathways that could be handled in the clinic. If there were so many genes that could be potentially involved for a given trait, and it is challenging to pick the winner, why not use bioinformatics tools to identify the pattern from the noise? If there are so many data points, why not use quantitative meanings to wash out the insignificance and just report the important ones? If the identification of key driver gene mutations are complicated by large numbers of passenger gene mutations, why not compare even more samples to reduce the noise? Many system biologists, with the help of powerful computational software packages, could test a large number of hypotheses and let the data speak for themselves. Different types of filters were designed to dissect the same dataset, and the data presentation became very colorful. It was thought that bias would be reduced by using these computational tools.

If all biological problems could be solved this way, our life in the post-genomic era would be much easier than it is. However, reality is always more complicated than computational models can handle. In fact, bioinformatics' analyses depend on the correct biological concept, specific hypothesis, technical assumptions, and different filters that need to be precisely reflected on the system behavior (including dynamics, heterogeneity, and different conditional states). In a sense, most computational analyses are highly biased based on pre-assumptions and the rationale of specific filters. One of the biggest challenges is using mathematics to simplify highly heterogeneous biological systems. For example, there are many famous assumptions that are clearly not reflected in biology. Genome heterogeneity is a perfect explanation as to why it is becoming difficult to validate published research. According to Science Magazine, two-thirds of published psychology research in highly respected journals cannot be replicated. Cancer biology studies have also been under scrutiny because only 6 out of 53 high-profile papers can be reproduced \[[@r114]\]. A large amount of cancer studies have looked into mouse models to understand how particular pathways play a role in cancer. Due to the homogeneity of inbred mouse strains, it is difficult to translate what is found in an experimental system to clinics because of the increase in heterogeneity.

Obviously, current experimental systems and some key practices of data collection are responsible for such gaps, as without facing biological realities (such as the time issue and heterogeneity-mediated complexity) \[[@r4], [@r115]\], scientists in fact do not yet have a good understanding of how many different variables are involved in network interaction, even for some well-established pathways, let alone how to deal with genome scale holistic interaction. Knowing that most individual cells can function differently, it can quickly reduce the initial trust we have placed in systems biology. The following examples further illustrate the challenges we are facing: In regards to building a gene function network, there is an assumption that all genes are equal; when searching for patterns, the overwhelming variation is often assumed as insignificant "noise". When studying the function of a specific gene, it is assumed that the state of a system without such a gene by using knock out models reflects the original function of the gene. Upon completion of the Human Genome Project, gene expression profiling by way of whole genome microarrays became a popular tool. It was thought that with gene expression profiles, defects or patterns found in the cellular pathways result in diseases such as cancer. However, it has been found that due to the heterogeneity of the cancerous tumors, there is a significant difference in gene expression between individual samples. Gene expression profiles are also used to identify a group of similarly expressed genes that can be used for prognosis. But, these gene signatures are highly heterogeneous. When comparing four high-grade serous ovarian cancer (HGS) studies, overlap between two studies is no greater than 34%, overlap between three studies is no greater than 8%, and there is no relationship found between all four studies \[[@r116]\]. This indicates that gene expression profiles of gene signatures are patient-specific or progression-specific. Knowing that the genetic landscapes of cancer cells are highly dynamic, and the average profile is not very useful for predicting the emergence of outliers, detecting the historical genetic scar might have limited usage to predict the longer term evolution.

4.. Future Direction: Search for a New Conceptual Framework and Holistic Methodologies {#sec4}
======================================================================================

Considering the limitations and challenges of postgenomic research we have discussed, we must decide which new directions to take and determine what, if anything, we are overlooking. With the increased lack of specificity that we see with larger sample sizes and application of higher resolution technologies, it is becoming clearer that the reductionist's approach does not apply to systems biology. The key problem is the lack of a conceptual framework and proper methodologies. Due to the scope of this article, we will address these issues by mainly focusing with a molecular cytogenetics and cytogenomics perspective. Furthermore, we must take a stance as to how much data are enough, as the more data researchers accumulate, the cloudier the picture becomes.

4.1.. Some Considerations for Systems Biology {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------------------

The current paradigm of systems biology is based on four principal components or steps: 1. Define and collect the list of biological parts that participate in a cellular process; 2. Study the interactions between these parts, reconstruct the genetic circuits/network; 3. Use a mathematical format to describe the reconstructed network, and generate computer models to analyze, interpret and predict the biological functions based on the reconstructed network; and 4. Propose specific hypotheses based on the model prediction and test them experimentally to improve the model \[[@r10]\]. Based on these key steps, the influence of the reductionist is obvious, even though systems biology is supposed to work under more holistic principles. Despite some degree of certainty, such as genetic information that can be understood from gene to protein, and that the protein interaction network can be established based on chemical laws and experimentation, some key limitations are difficult to overcome. These include: most genotypes cannot be dissected into genes from the holistic genome (only a small portion of genes display high penetrance when associated with phenotypes); the information of genomic topology/heterogeneity/fuzziness is lacking for current efforts of reconstructing the network; and the evolutionary process that is based on genome level selection (beyond the selection of large-scale modules) is ignored.

The phenotype of a biological system is highly dynamic due to the following facts: 1). Any individual molecule can have many functions; 2). The genetic information carried by genetic identity is often less precise or fuzzy \[[@r4]\]; and 3). The function of genetic circuits depends on the context of the entire organism \[[@r10]\]. Because of this, it is difficult to predict the relationship between systems phenotype and cellular phenotype, even though it is easier to explain a specific phenotype using network information (a specific systems phenotype). The key is to apply evolutionary analyses to study the system behavior rather than individual pathways or even systems phenotype. Some recent developments are indeed encouraging. By combining metabolic networks and evolution, more exciting observations have been made. One example is that there are many potential systems phenotypes which can be linked to the same cellular phenotype. Also, cellular phenotype dynamics are linked to the cellular evolutionary process. Following studies of the various levels of systems, it was proposed that mechanistic multi-scale models can be used to illustrate the relationship among various key players in systems biology. These are, namely: genes, genetic circuits, systems phenotype, cellular level phenotype, and organismal level phenotype.

Since the system phenotype can be highly dynamic (as it is linked to a huge number of pathways and similar cellular phenotypes), this leads to a more profound question: are profiles lower than the cellular level really as useful as expected? Interestingly, the search for such frameworks was unexpectedly initiated from cytogenetic studies. Specifically, the overwhelming karyotype changes observed in cancer have cried out for a departure from the gene-centric approach to systems biology.

4.2.. Genome Mediated Macro-somatic Cell Evolution {#sec4.2}
--------------------------------------------------

A shift to a holistic framework requires accurate definition of the system, and this can be achieved with a deep understanding of how genomics and evolution work. The two phases of cancer evolution were originally discovered based on karyotypic changes from an immortalization model where a pattern of clonal and non-clonal expansions were detected. Such a pattern has recently been confirmed using cancer genome sequencing including single cell genome sequencing \[[@r39], [@r117]-[@r120]\]. Cancer evolution represents a series of genome-mediated system replacements consisting of NCCAs and CCAs occurring within two evolutionary phases. During the stepwise phase, the majority of cells are clonal across generations, and karyotypic diversification is traceable. In contrast, the punctuated phase is defined by a high frequency of NCCAs and massive/rapid genome reorganization (genome chaos), which break multiple system constraints (*e.g.* genome integrity, tissue architecture). Cancer progression thus consists of both macro-cellular (genome system replacement) and micro-cellular (genome system modification) evolution \[[@r4]\].

Evolution involves the contributions of multiple genetic levels (genome, gene, epigene), however, their influences vary sharply. Gene-level change, for example, modifies an existing system. Recent work by our group and others has provided ample support that the karyotype defines and governs the genetic system, representing the selection unit in evolution \[[@r20], [@r35]\]. Karyotypic change has been linked with transcriptome dynamics in cancer and yeast studies \[[@r87]-[@r89]\], supporting that genome topology change rapidly creates new systems. Together, the genome or karyotype defined "system inheritance" and gene/epigene defined "parts inheritance" provide the genetic basis for macro- and micro-cellular evolution.

Genetic systems under the context of evolutionary selection in real disease conditions are also drastically different from linear experimental conditions and models. Stepwise processes can be easily observed under strict, experimental conditions with conditional, more homogenous models, allowing for the easy and obvious identification of key contributors (*e.g.* genes, pathways) by researchers. However, these understandings rarely translate effectively to the clinic due to the much higher degrees of heterogeneity observed in patients coupled with more complex evolutionary dynamics. Moreover, our recent research has demonstrated that within a heterogeneous population, it is the outlier (not the sought-after average signal from samples/models) that directs overall cell population growth and drives disease progression and evolution \[[@r25]\].

Clearly, the new concepts of genomics and evolution must be integrated into systems biology, as the four major steps of current systems biology are based on gene theory, chemical law and evolutionary selection. If the genome theory is a departure from gene theory, and the two phases of cellular evolution replace stepwise evolution, the framework of systems biology should also be modified accordingly.

4.3.. Heterogeneity is the Layer of Complexity Representing Evolutionary Potential {#sec4.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Taking this new framework into account changes previous perceptions of heterogeneity. Rather than simply "noise" that must be filtered out or disregarded, heterogeneity provides potential for evolution and represents a new layer of complexity \[[@r4], [@r97], [@r98]\]. In terms of complex tissues and organs, we have previously discussed the role of heterogeneity in performing complex functions while providing the robustness necessary to withstand the stress associated with those functions \[[@r90]\]. In a tumor cell population, heterogeneity provides cancer the opportunity to survive and thrive against various constraints (*e.g.* tissue, immune system) and environmental insults (*e.g.* chemotherapeutics). Due to the large presence and importance of heterogeneity, we must reconsider the development and application of artificial computational filters that act to eliminate noise, as by doing so, we generate artificial biological understandings. It should be pointed out that increased genomic heterogeneity can be detected from many normal tissue types \[[@r121], [@r122]\], and the de novo gene mutation represents a common phenomenon \[[@r123]\]. The high degree of multiple levels of genetic heterogeneity observed from various normal tissues strongly support the importance of fuzzy inheritance in somatic cells and the importance of heterogeneity in somatic cell adaptation \[[@r4]\]. Knowing this, one priority for systems biology as well as post-genomic studies is to seriously consider the issue of heterogeneity when constructing networks.

4.4.. The Reductionist Approach is Limited for Understanding Evolution {#sec4.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

There are different types of biological understandings. The molecular characterizations of a specific gene mutation or pathway, or a genetic circuit/network, represent a simpler task. However, for a more general evolutionary understanding, it is essential to integrate heterogeneity, the entire process, and outlier response (exceptions) under stress. Since single profile "snapshots" of samples do not provide accurate understandings of the overall disease process, these do not aptly illustrate dynamic processes. Cancer, for example, represents an evolutionary process at multiple genetic levels (karyotype, gene, epigene), which cannot simply be explained or understood with end product profiling, nor correctly profiled by fixed markers. Further, the genome is not simply a string or bag of gene and non-coding sequence, as the genome topology plays a key role in defining and governing the genetic system. System emergence by genome reorganization (*e.g.* through genome chaos) is a common phenomenon in cancer, and as a result, gene roles may differ and even conflict from one genetic system (tumor cell) to the next. Thus, the reductionist's approach does not apply to systems biology of cancer, as a role of one gene or network is not an accurate representation of the entire tumor cell population. Matters are also too complicated for the reductionist's approach in most common complex diseases, as multi-level heterogeneity is also observed.

Without a crucial genome and evolutionary framework, there are many misconceptions. For example, somatic cellular evolution is assumed to be a stepwise progression where small changes can accumulate to become big changes; bio-molecules can freely interact without genomic topological constraint as the affinity among molecules is the most deterministic factor; each gene's information is precise, and the gap between genotype and phenotype is caused by environments (but the mechanism is explainable only by hand waving); genetic profiles of the germline should predict the phenotype despite that the somatic cell undergoes evolutionary selection for years and genomic variations are essential for cellular adaptation; identifying cancer pathways is essential even though when targeted, these pathways often are drastically altered; the higher the resolution, the better the understanding (without seriously testing this hypothesis in the context of disease research); the more data, the better (not realizing that when the concept is not correct, more data collection will reduce the value of research). The list goes on (more examples can be found in Heng 2015 \[[@r4]\]).

Interestingly, some recent systems biology analyses have confirmed several key conclusions from our "watching karyotypic evolution in action" experiments. For example, based on the fact that the same phenotype (*i.e.* cellular immortalization, drug resistance) can be achieved by different karyotypes (which unify different genetic profiles), we have promoted the evolutionary mechanism of cancer. Such a synthesis is supported by the conclusion that the same cellular phenotype can be produced by different system phenotypes (or system interaction patterns). A more exciting observation is that the pattern of switching between growth and survival is reflected by the relationship of CCAs (growth) and NCCAs (survival). This has also been confirmed by profiling the growth of *E.coli*, on the basis of metabolic network switching and evolutionary trade-off \[[@r124], [@r125]\]. In these experiments, it is clear that the heterogeneity of growth/survival represents an essential balancing act for *E.coli*, which is the key both for the long-term existence of the species and short-term adaptation at the individual level.

4.5.. The Unique Role Molecular Cytogenetics will Play in Postgenomic Research {#sec4.5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We call for putting systems-integrated cytogenetics into the driver's seat to understand and tackle complex genetic diseases including cancer \[[@r12]\]. This strategy will promote the correct usage of the wealth of information researchers have uncovered and reduce cherry picking of the data based on some specific limited hypotheses. Since systems biology is not only about parts characterization but characterizing the heterogeneous process, the "noise" should be included as the key feature of the investigated systems. This shift from reductionism to an evolutionary systematic approach as the priority of future research will be challenging; however, this approach will offer new solutions through holistic understandings.

First and foremost, the goal is to integrate karyotype (chromosome set)-coded system inheritance into systems biology. The illustration of how karyotype coding works will bring about a new way of thinking in systems biology. Clearly, genome chaos will change the karyotype coding, resulting in a new type of genetic network. More integrated molecular cytogenetic and genetic network studies are needed, in particular, by applying the concept of the emergent properties among agents (different genes) within the framework of an altered topological platform (re-organized locations within the nucleus). For example, we need to compare network rewiring mechanisms in a normal developmental process with those affected by genome chaos.

Following evolution at the genome (karyotype) level will also unify individual molecular mechanisms (holistic approach), identify phases of instability/stability, and provide a single-cell resolution understanding of population dynamics. Monitoring the phases of stability can potentially predict systems behavior, which is useful both for diagnosis and watching the trend of disease progressions and responses to treatments.

This emerging framework has shown promise in both cancer and Gulf War Illness (GWI) studies, confirming how genome instability serves as a common mechanism for many common and complex diseases. Increased genome-level heterogeneity has been observed at key transitional events in cancer \[[@r39], [@r126]\]. We recently examined the genome instability of GWI patients by comparing the degree of stochastic chromosomal aberrations from short-term lymphocyte cultures. Various karyotypic abnormalities were observed, and we demonstrated that genome instability was significantly elevated in GWI patients compared to controls \[[@r37], [@r97], [@r127]\]. Similar analysis was also performed in a Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) study, where again the overall level of genome instability was significantly higher in CFS patients than controls \[[@r37]\], (Ye *et al.*, manuscript in preparation). A general model has been recently proposed that links stress-induced genomic adaptation and increased disease potential as an evolutionary trade-off \[[@r90], [@r97], [@r128]\].

As we discussed in a recent perspective article, to achieve the goal of establishing systems-integrated cytogenetics, new cytogenetic methodologies are urgently needed \[[@r12]\]. These methods include: 1) technologies to integrate multiple levels of genetic alterations, and prioritize their importance in the context of stages of disease progression or evolutionary process. In particular, current -omics studies must include karyotype information, as when the "system inheritance" is altered, the meaning of "parts inheritance" often will be changed. The theoretical basis of this concept has been illustrated by multiple level landscape models \[[@r35], [@r36]\]; 2) methodologies to measure the multiple types of heterogeneity including the complexity of altered karyotypes. Recently, we have reported many new types of chromosomal aberrations \[[@r37], [@r99]\], many of which represent the new mechanism of generating fuzzy inheritance at the genome level \[[@r4]\]. There is a strong link between karyotype complexity, tumorigenesis, drug resistance, and clinical prediction (including stem cell/degenerative disease research, reproductive medicine, aging, cancer, and other common and complex illnesses), as well as cellular adaptation \[[@r71], [@r129]-[@r137]\]. Unique cytogenetic/cytogenomic research needs to be combined with, not replaced by, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) \[[@r99], [@r138]\]. Of equal importance, karyotype studies are important for organismal evolutionary studies as well, as the capability of passing the same or a very similar karyotype guarantees the identity of a species by controlling system inheritance \[[@r4], [@r85], [@r107], [@r108], [@r139]\]. Various chromosomal level methods must be developed to directly study the genome \[[@r38], [@r55], [@r140]-[@r142]\]. Hi-C technology, which comprehensively detects chromatin interactions in the nucleus \[[@r143]\], requires integration of karyotype level information; 3) quantitative methods to integrate measuring combined heterogeneity and complexity \[[@r144]\]; and 4) methods to measure multiple levels of fuzzy inheritance (from epigene and gene to genome). Fuzzy inheritance functions as the internal mechanism of heterogeneity. There is increased discussion regarding the relationship between stress-induced heterogeneity and the evolutionary potential for diseases \[[@r90], [@r91], [@r145], [@r146]\]. Since epigene/gene and genome alteration mainly contribute to the different phases of cellular evolution, characterizing/measuring fuzzy inheritance at different levels should play an important role in understanding the evolution of disease \[[@r4]\] as well as organismal evolution \[[@r147]\].
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